Enterprise Risk Dashboard

Banking and Financial Services

It is imperative for banks today to actively identify, assess and prioritize risks for enterprise risk management.
Considering the volatility of the current global business environment, identifying, managing and mitigating
risk has become a major priority for banks. To efficiently address risks, banking organizations need to adopt
solutions that provide a holistic view of the entire risk landscape. With increased regulatory compliance
requirements and the introduction of complex financial instruments, comprehensive monitoring of the
risk landscape has become all the more important.
To address your needs, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) offers you our Enterprise Risk Dashboard. Our
mobile platform based solution provides you an integrated, holistic view of risk metrics across risk
categories and multiple dimensions such as business units and portfolios allowing you to assess risk on
the go. As a result, you can align your business policies and processes with actual risks, to ensure stability
with growth.
Overview
Risk management in the banking industry is becoming increasingly
complex and banking organizations face various difficulties in
keeping up, owing to internal as well external factors. Risk owners
need to browse through multiple risk reports and portals to gain a
complete understanding of their business area's risk profile. Banks
also need to quantify risk-appetite statements to monitor limit
breaches and address them effectively. However, the ability to view
risk profiles on the move is constrained by the rigid and complex
architecture of the organizations' underlying risk IT systems. Often,
enterprises either procure risk management solutions or develop
them in-house, to meet every new need that arises. This creates a
significant disparity between business and technology landscapes,
as there is no holistic view of potential risks from the business
perspective.
Our Enterprise Risk Dashboard solution offers an iPAD based
dashboard, a pre-defined Key Risk Indicators (KRI) library and a
flexible Java based middleware that helps integrate quickly with
diverse types of enterprise systems. Our Enterprise Risk Dashboard
helps you overcome the challenges by providing you an integrated,
unified snapshot of Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) across key categories,
enabling risk assessment and monitoring on the go. Our dashboard
is a flexible service-oriented solution which gives a view of the

bank's risk profile independent of the bank's existing risk
architecture. With this added capability, you can efficiently monitor
risk appetite and concentration levels for excesses and effectively
embed risk management strategies into day-to-day operations.
With an integrated and consistent view of the risk landscape,
you eliminate the need to navigate the traditional cumbersome silos
pertaining to products and business units. Consequently, you gain
a definitive view of the risk landscape along multiple dimensions,
reducing time taken for risk assessment and monitoring. .

Benefits
Our offering brings you tangible business benefits such as:
n
Facilitating risk-driven decision-making through an integrated,

enterprise-level view of risk
n
Active monitoring of breaches in established risk appetite levels,

reducing overall effort and time for risk monitoring by 30-40%
n
Achieving improved overall capabilities for risk management,

decision making, resource allocation, and business performance
measurement
Enhancing your brand and reputation amongst internal as well
n
as external stakeholders
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A diagrammatic representation of TCS' Enterprise Risk Dashboard for the banking industry

The TCS Advantage

Contact

TCS’ extensive domain understanding makes us the ideal partner for
your risk monitoring and management needs. Our focused, tailored
services, combined with our vast experience and expertise, enable
faster time-to-market for our clients. Most importantly, our global
network ensures that we deliver high quality, affordable services
across geographies. We add value to the engagement through:

To know more about TCS' Enterprise Risk Dashboard for organizations
in the banking industry, contact bfs.marketing@tcs.com

n
A comprehensive library of pre-defined risk KPIs covering

multiple risk types (Credit Risk, Market Risk, Liquidity Risk,
Operational Risk )
n
A focus on key risk metrics which are critical risk indicators,

rather than detailed risk reports
n
Flexible, service-oriented solution architecture which is

independent of your existing risk architecture, for a more
accurate view of your risk profile
n
A dashboard on a mobile platform for quick, precise,

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business
solutions organization that delivers real results to global business,
ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a
consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled
infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is delivered
through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as
the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the
Tata Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global
footprint and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay
Stock Exchange in India.
For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com
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and holistic risk assessments on the go

